Pro Scouting Report
PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Pro Position(s)

#

LB

53

Bostic, Jonathan

COLLEGE

Games Started

86

62

INJURIES
KEY STATS

TEAM

13–2nd–CHI

Washington Redskins

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

35

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

6007

245

4.61

1.59

33

WEAKNESSES
SCHEME FIT
PROJECTION

BACKGROUND

Positions Started Captain

ILB

No

Career: Ranks #5 in the 2013 Draft Class for Solo Tackles among LB (264 Solo Tackles) / 7
accepted penalties for 73 yards over a 7-year career
2019: Posted career bests in every major statistical category (105 Tackles, 56 Solo, 3 TFL's,
6 QB Hits, 1 INT, 2 PD) / Saw the highest Defensive Snap Count Percentage of career (91%)
2018: Contributed as a backup to the NFL's #6 Total Defense (327.2 yds/g)

Weight

STRENGTHS

41%

2019: No Injuries, 2018: No Injuries, 2017: Right Knee - (Weeks 16 & 17), 2016: Right Foot
- (Season), 2015: No Injuries, 2014: Lower Back - (Weeks 6-8), 2013: No Injuries

Height

EXPOSURES

Chipka, Dan

YEAR – RD – TM

Florida [FLUN]
Games Played

Scout Name (Last, First)

5-5-91 (29)

9 5/8

32.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.99

4.24

118"

22

2019: vs DAL 9/15, vs SF 10/20, at MIN 10/24, at GB 12/08, vs PHI 12/15
Zone Awareness & Pattern Matching, Man Coverage, Leveraging Gap with Processing & AA,
Lateral Agility, Communicator, Run/Pass Diagnosis, Body Control & Balance in the Open
Field, Short-Term Memory
Leveraging Gap with Play Strength, UOH Shedding Blockers, Blitz/Pass Rush, Durability,
Stamina
Best suited as an ILB in both 4-3 & 3-4 fronts with a system that works to keep him clean
from the offensive lineman.
Solid starter that you can win with due to his pass coverage skills, mental processing, lateral
agility, and open-field tackling. Will be limited to align over the "the bubble" as he struggles
to disengage blocks. Adequate tackler in traffic as he lacks the play strength to fight
through contact while wrapping up. Will struggle to generate pressure on interior blitzes.
Has missed 21 games due to injury throughout his career.
7th-year LB who has started 62 out of 86 career games played, including starts in 16 out of
16 games in 2019 while suffering no significant injuries. 1st year under HC's Jay Gruden
(Weeks 1-5) & Bill Callahan (Weeks 6-17) along with DC Greg Manusky's 3-4 scheme where
he played as a 3-down ILB, aligning both strong & weak ILB on run downs and MLB in subpackages. Has missed 21 games due to injury throughout his career.
Good height with very good weight, along with very good arm length and hand size on a

BODY TYPE / AA sturdy, muscular, athletic build. Possesses very good athletic ability through very good
quickness, lateral agility, and balance, with good hip fluidity and COD.

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME
Very good Zone Awareness, showing very good ability to read run/pass, drop into coverage with good pedal &
hip fluidity, while displaying very good FBI with good COD to adjust to crossing patterns and pass routes off to
teammates. Has shown to be good in short-to-intermediate zone coverage, while solid in deep zone coverage
(Tampa 2). Good in Man coverage, featuring good trail technique and FBI to anticipate routes and cover solid
TE/WR and good RB. Good ball skills both back to the ball & facing the ball, utilizing very good foot speed with
good COD to close on the receiver, with very good FBI and good competitive toughness to disrupt the ball at the
catch point. Good against screens with very good processing to read the path of the OL and either beat the
blockers to the tackle or leverage to the ball-carrier to his help with very good AA. Solid blitz ability with good
timing and burst to penetrate windows in pass protection and affect the QB with good finish. Plays with good
effort and competitive toughness to pursue the ball-carrier at full-speed with very good play speed and good
aggressiveness, throughout all stages of the game, regardless of score. Good performer in critical situations
defending the pass with an ability to mirror TE/RB with good foot speed.

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME
Very good pre-snap mental processing, as he is the leader of the defense, adjusting as the offense adjusts, both
with signals and moving teammates into correct spots. Demonstrates good eye discipline by focusing & reading
his keys, diagnosing the play run or pass, while not being fooled by misdirection, PA, or screens. Solid vs. Run,
featuring very good processing to diagnose the block of the OL and leverage his gap using very good lateral
agility and balance. Good tackler in space with an ability to wrap-up, drive, & bring down ball-carriers with good
size in his gap, utilizing his good competitive toughness, effort, and aggressiveness. Good vs. Outside Run, where
he reads his keys and diagnoses the play quickly, maintains his outside shoulder vs. good OL moving with very
good lateral agility and good pad level to influence the ball-carrier's running lane with good gap integrity. Shows
very good range featuring very good lateral agility with good foot speed and good pursuit angles.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME
Will struggle to generate pressure on blitzes with poor play strength and a lack of rush moves to defeat solid OL
or good RB's.

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME
At the POA, displays adequate play strength along with marginal UOH to "shock & shed" blockers with solid
size. Adequate tackler in his gap as he lacks the play strength to fight through contact while wrapping up. Has
shown to have possible endurance issues by being substituted after long drives and/or after offensive turnovers.

